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a b s t r a c t

The number, variety and complexity of projects involving data mining or knowledge

discovery in databases activities have increased just lately at such a pace that aspects

related to their development process need to be standardized for results to be integrated,

reused and interchanged in the future. Data mining projects are quickly becoming

to incorporate this engineering viewpoint. This is the central motivation of this paper that

makes the point that experience gained about the software development process over

almost 40 years could be reused and integrated to improve data mining processes.

Consequently, this paper proposes to reuse ideas and concepts underlying the IEEE Std

1074 and ISO 12207 software engineering model processes to redefine and add to the

CRISP-DM process and make it a data mining engineering standard.

& 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In its early days, software development focused on
creating programming languages and algorithms that
were capable of solving almost any problem type. The
evolution of hardware, continuous project planning
delays, low productivity, heavy maintenance expenses
and failure to meet user expectations had led by 1968 to
the stagnation of software development, causing what
came to be known as the software crisis, the term coined at
the first NATO conference on software development [1].
This crisis was caused by the fact that there were no
formal methods and methodologies, support tools or
proper development project management, all of which
were standard techniques used in projects developed in
other classical branches of engineering. The software
community realized what the problem was and decided
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to borrow ideas from other fields of engineering, which it
incorporated into software project development. This was
the origin of software engineering (SE). As of then process
models and methodologies for developing software
projects began to materialize.

Software process models describe the tasks to be
performed to develop a software system, whereas devel-
opment methodologies schedule the tasks and specify
what methods to use to do the tasks [2]. Software
development improved considerably as a result of the
new methodologies. This solved some of its earlier
problems, and little by little software development grew
to be a branch of engineering. This shift means that
project management and quality assurance problems are
being solved. Additionally, it is helping to increase
productivity and improve software maintenance. This is
one of the major problems in software development, as it
can amount to up to two-thirds of costs throughout the
software system’s lifetime [2].

The history of knowledge discovery in databases
(KDD), now known as data mining (DM), is not much
different, at least so far. In the early 1990s, when the KDD
processing term was first coined [3], there was a rush to
develop DM algorithms that were capable of solving all a
company’s problems of searching for knowledge in large
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volumes of data. Apart from developing algorithms,
tools (Clementine [4–6], IBM Intelligent Miner [7,8],
Weka [9], DBMiner [10]) were also developed to simplify
the application of DM algorithms and provide some
sort of support for all the activities involved in the KDD
process.

From the viewpoint of DM process models, the year
2000 marked the most important milestone, as this was
when the first standard and tool-independent DM process
model was published. This standard is known as CRISP-
DM (CRoss-Industry Standard Process for DM) [11,12].

The number of applied projects in the DM area is
expanding rapidly [13]. This growth is confirmed by
reports by the Gartner Group [14,15] and Forrester
Research [16]. The Gartner Group estimates [14] that
there will be an upsurge of DM projects over the next
decade (over 300%) to improve customer relationships
and help companies listen to customers. Another Gartner
Group report [15] claims that enterprises in the DM area
grew by 4.8% from 2005 to 2006, and DM is now the area
in which companies are investing most. While it is true
that a lot of DM projects are being developed, neither all
the project results are in use [17–19] nor do all projects
end successfully [20,21]. The failure rate is actually as high
as 60% [22]. Deployed by about 50% of respondents, CRISP-
DM is the most commonly used methodology for devel-
oping DM projects [23–25]. However, its use is not
becoming any more widespread due to rivalry with other,
in-house methodologies developed by work teams, which
account for another, almost 30%.

All the above goes to show that while CRISP-DM was
an improvement on the earlier state of affairs, the process
model is not perhaps yet mature enough to deal with the
complexity of the problems it has to address. And this
detracts from the effectiveness of its deployment, as it
does not produce the expected results.
Table 1
Parallelism between DM and SE

SE phase DM phase DM characteristics

Phase 1 (1945–1955) Phase 1 (y–1990) Gathering knowledge hidden i

Statistical techniques

Machine learning

Phase 2 (1955–1965) Phase 2 (1990–1995) DM and a lot of algorithms ap

All sorts of things could be do

Phase 3 (1965–1970) Phase 3 (1995–1999) DM projects went unfinished

Errors, continuous changes, un

Nothing could be done

DM environments

Phase 4 (1970–1980) Phase 4 (1999–y) Process models: CRISP-DM

DM methodologies: SEMMA, 5

Phase 5 (1980–y) Phase 5 (?–?) Unknown
Are we at the same point as SE was in 1968? Certainly
not, but we do not appear to be on a par yet either, DM
cannot be considered a mature field as SE [26]. Table 1
compares DM’s history with SE’s past. Looking at the KDD
process and how it has progressed, we find that there is
some parallelism with the advancement of software. From
this viewpoint, DM project development is at stage 4, and
is defining development methodologies to be able to cope
with the new project types, domains and applications that
organizations have to come to terms with. SE has reached
stage 5, where development processes pay special atten-
tion to organizational, management or other parallel
activities not directly related to development, such as
project completeness and quality assurance. CRISP-DM
has not yet been sized for these tasks, as it is very much
focused on pure development activities and tasks.

This paper is moved by the idea that DM problems are
taking on the dimensions of an engineering problem.
Therefore, the processes to be applied should include all
the activities and tasks required in an engineering process,
tasks that CRISP-DM might not cover. Our proposal is to
enhance CRISP-DM by embedding other current stan-
dards, as suggested in [27], inspired by the work done
recently in SE derived from other branches of engineering
and from developer experience.
2. DM process models

There is some confusion about the terminology
different authors use to refer to process and methodology.
Below we describe the definitions of standard SE termi-
nology. These terms are used with the aim of unifying
criteria, because they are better established and backed by
the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) or
the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE).
SE characteristics

n data was a hard thing to do Programming was a hard thing to do

Use of machine and assembly language

peared. DM tools appeared A host of languages appeared

ne All sorts of things could be done

Program development went unfinished

predictable costs Inefficiency, errors, unpredictable cost

Nothing could be done

Programming fundaments

A’s Design methodologies

Program verification

Programming environments

Formal specification

Automated programming

Software quality

Human resources management
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A process model can be defined as the set of tasks to be
performed to develop a particular element, as well as the
elements that are produced in each task (outputs) and the
elements that are necessary to do a task (inputs) [2].
The ultimate goal of a process model is to make the process
repeatable, manageable and measurable (to be able to get
metrics). A good process model should be [28,29]:
�
 Effective: An effective process should help us produce
the right product.

�
 Maintainable: So we can quickly and easily find and

remedy faults or work out where to make changes.

�
 Predictable: Any new product development needs to be

planned, and those plans are used as the basis for
allocating resources: both time and people. A good
process will help us do this. The process helps lay out
the steps of development.

�
 Repeatable: If a process is found to work, it should be

replicated in future projects. Ad hoc processes are
rarely replicable unless the same team is working on
the new project. Even with the same team, it is difficult
to keep things exactly the same.

�
 Quality: Quality in this case may be defined as the

product’s fitness for its purpose.

�
 Improvable: No one would expect their process to

reach perfection and need no further improvement
itself. Even if we were as good as we could be now,
both development environments and requested pro-
ducts are changing so quickly that our processes will
always be running to catch up.

�
 Traceable: A defined process should allow the project

staff to follow the status of a project.

Methodology can be defined as the instance of a process
model that both lists tasks, inputs and outputs and
specifies how to do the tasks [2]. Tasks are performed
using techniques that stipulate how they should be done.
After selecting a technique to do the specified tasks, tools
can be used to improve task performance. These tools
implement the techniques and improve task performance.
Briefly, process models denote what to do, whereas
methodologies indicate how to do it.

Finally, the life cycle determines the order in which
each activity is to be done [30]. A life cycle model is the
description of the different ways of developing a project. A
life cycle’s primary functions are:
�
 To determine the order of the project development
stages and processes.

�
 To establish the transition criteria for moving from one

stage to the next (intermediate products). All this
includes criteria for verifying that the current stage has
been completed and criteria for selecting and starting
the next stage.

Life cycles provide guidance on the order (stages,
activities, prototypes, validations, etc.) in which the key
project activities should be performed. A project’s success
will depend on the life cycle selected to develop it, as the
life cycle can help to assure that each step taken leads to
the achievement of the goal. A poorly selected life cycle
can lead to continual delays and unnecessary rework. Life
cycle selection depends on many variables that the project
manager should consider, such as how much time you
have until the customer wants to see results, how well
specified the requirements are or the size of the project.

From the viewpoint of the above definitions, what do
we have in DM? Does DM have process models and/or
methodologies [27]? The KDD process [31] has a process
model component because it establishes all the steps to be
taken (what to do) to develop a DM project, but it is not a
methodology because its definition does not set out how
to do each of the proposed tasks. It is also a life cycle,
specifically a waterfall life cycle plus feedback, as devel-
opers can go back to the last stage to put right any error
detected in any of the stages. It is not an iterative life cycle,
because there are no iterations or small planned advances
in project development. The project is developed as a
whole. Like the KDD process, Two Crows [32,33] is a
process model and waterfall life cycle. At no point does it
set out how to do the established DM project development
tasks. SEMMA [34,35] is the methodology that SAS
proposed for developing DM products. Although it is a
methodology, it is based on the technical part of the
project only, i.e. its aim is to solve the DM part and it does
not take into account all the management side. Like the
above approaches, SEMMA also sets out a waterfall life
cycle, as the project is developed through to the end. If the
solution is not interesting, developers go backwards
through the stages. The 5 A’s [36] is a process model that
proposes the tasks that should be performed to develop a
DM project and was one of CRISP-DM’s forerunners.
Therefore, their philosophy is the same: it proposes the
tasks but at no point suggests how they should be
performed. The life cycle is similar to the one proposed
in CRISP-DM. The 6-s [37,38] is in principle a development
paradigm for projects of any type. It focuses on the quality
of the project results. Specializing 6-s to the DM
environment, it becomes a process model and a life cycle
similar to the one proposed by 5 A’s. CRM catalyst [39] is a
methodology for developing CRM systems. CRM systems
are divided into three main parts: collaborative CRM,
operating CRM and analytical CRM. The last part uses DM.
CRM catalyst defines the tasks to be performed to develop
a CRM system, but also defines how they should be
performed. Therefore, it is methodology incorporating a
life cycle. In this case, the life cycle is iterative, as the CRM
system is built as small increments, not as a at one go. DM
industrial engineering [40] is a methodology because it
specifies how to perform the tasks to develop a DM
project in the field of industrial engineering. It is an
instance of CRISP-DM, which makes it a methodology, and
it shares CRISP-DM’s associated life cycle. Market Con-
sulteks [41] integrates the technological part of DM into
the RUP software development methodology [42], which
also defines the requirements-driven iterative and incre-
mental life cycle. Finally, CRISP-DM [11,43,44] states
which tasks have to be carried out to successfully
complete a DM project, making it a process model. It is
also a waterfall life cycle, as it suggests no more than one
iteration on requirements and tackles the problem as a
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whole or at most divides it into different problems. This
way DM models are built for each identified subproblem.
This increases the number of DM models output by the
project. CRISP-DM also has a methodological component,
as it gives recommendations on how to do some tasks.
However, it just proposes other tasks, giving no guidance
about how to do them. Therefore, we class CRISP-DM as a
process model.

In the next section, we analyze SE process models for
comparison with CRISP-DM.

3. SE process models

The SE panorama is quite a lot clearer, and there are
two well-established process models: IEEE Standard 1074
[45] and ISO 12207 [46]. In the following, we will analyze
both processes in some detail and propose a generic
joint process model. This joint model will then be used
for comparison with and, if necessary, to expand the
CRISP-DM.

3.1. IEEE STD 1074

The IEEE Std 1074 [45] specifies the software life cycle
processes for developing and maintaining software. It
determines a non-time-ordered set of essential activities
that should be part of developing a software product. The
life cycle that should be followed to develop the product is
selected and established by the project manager for each
project. IEEE Std 1074 neither defines nor prescribes a
particular life cycle. Each organization using the standard
should instantiate the activities specified in the standard
within its own development process.

Fig. 1(a) shows the key processes defined in this
process model. The software life cycle selection process

identifies and selects a life cycle for the software under
construction. Possible life cycle models are identified and
analyzed for a project based on the type of software
product under development and the project requirements,
and a model that properly supports the project is then
selected. The project management processes are the set of
Fig. 1. Software process models. (a)
processes that establish the project structure, and co-
ordinate and manage project resources throughout the
software life cycle. Development-oriented processes start
with the identification of a need for automation. It may
take a new application or a change of all or part of an
existing application to satisfy this need. With the support
of the integral process activities and under the project
management plan, the development processes produce
software (code and documentation) from the statement of
the need. Finally, the activities for installing, operating,
supporting, maintaining and retiring the software product
should be performed. Integral processes are necessary to
successfully complete the software project activities. They
are enacted at the same time as the software develop-
ment-oriented activities and include activities that are not
related to development. They are used to assure the
completeness and quality of the project functions.

3.2. ISO 12207

ISO 12207 divides the activities that can be carried out
during the software life cycle into five primary processes
(primary life cycle processes), eight supporting processes
(supporting life cycle processes) and four organizational
processes (organizational life cycle processes), as shown in
Fig. 1(b). Each life cycle process is divided into a set of
activities, and these activities are further divided into a set
of tasks.

The primary processes are a compendium of five
processes that serve the primary parties throughout the
software life cycle. A primary party is the party that starts
or enacts software development, operation or mainte-
nance. The primary parties are the acquirer, supplier,
planner, developer, operator and maintainer of a software
system or product. The activities and tasks of a primary
process are the responsibility of the organization that
starts and enacts this process.

The supporting processes support other processes as an
integral part with a distinct purpose and contribute to the
success and quality of the software project. The support-
ing processes are divided into eight subprocesses, any of
IEEE 1074 and (b) ISO 12207.
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which can be used in the acquisition, supply, strategic
planning, development, operation or maintenance pro-
cesses or any other supporting processes. The supporting
processes are used at several points of the life cycle and
can be enacted by the organization that uses them, by a
separate organization as a service or by a customer as a
planned or contracted part of the project. The supporting
process activities and tasks are the responsibility of the
organization that uses and enacts the process in question.
The organization that uses and enacts a supporting
process manages that process at project level as per the
management process, establishes an infrastructure for
the process as per the infrastructure process and drives
the process at the organizational level as per the
improvement process.

The organizational processes are used by an organiza-
tion to perform organizational functions, such as manage-
ment, personnel training or process improvement. These
processes help to establish, implement and improve
software process, achieving a more effective organization.
They tend to be enacted at the corporate level and are
outside the scope of specific projects and contracts.
However, the lessons learned from projects and contracts
contribute to improving the organization. The organiza-
tional process activities and tasks are the responsibility of
the organization using the process.

3.3. Unification of IEEE STD 1074 and ISO 12207

Having reviewed IEEE Std 1074 and ISO 12207, the goal
is to build a joint process model that is as generic as
possible to then try to use it as a basis for defining a
process model against which to compare CRISP-DM.

Fig. 2 shows the correspondence between IEEE Std
1074 and ISO 12207. Clearly, most of the processes
proposed in IEEE Std 1074 match up with ISO 12207
processes and vice versa. To get a joint process model we
have merged IEEE Std 1074 and ISO 12207 processes. The
process selection criterion was to select the most
thoroughly defined IEEE Std 1074 and ISO 12207 processes
and try not to merge processes from different groups in
Acquisiton
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Fig. 2. Mapping ISO 1220
different process models. According to this criterion, we
selected IEEE Std 1074 as a basis, as its processes are more
detailed. Additionally, we added the ISO 12207 acquisition

and supply processes, because IEEE Std 1074 states that ISO
12207 acquisition and supply processes should be used
[45] if it is necessary to acquire or supply software.

Fig. 3 shows the joint process model developed after
studying IEEE Std 1074 and ISO 12207 according to the
above criteria.

Fig. 3 also shows the details of the major process
groups, the activities they each involve according to the
selected standard for that process group.

In the next section we will analyze which of the above
activities CRISP-DM includes and which it does not in
order to try to build a process model for DM projects that
is as complete as possible and that organizes activities
logically.

4. CRISP-DM

Analyzing the problems of DM projects, a group of
highlighted enterprises (Teradata, SPSS (ISL), Daimler-
Chrysler and OHRA) that develop DM projects, proposed a
reference guide to develop DM projects. This guide is
called CRISP-DM [11]. CRISP-DM is vendor-independent so
it can be used with any DM tool and it can be applied to
solve any DM problem.

CRISP-DM defines the phases that we have to do in a
DM project. CRISP-DM also defines for each phase the
tasks and the deliverables for each task. CRISP-DM is
divided in six phases (see Fig. 4). The phases are described
in the following.
�

Dev

Dev

Op

Mai

ISO

7 to
Business understanding: This phase focuses on under-
standing the project objectives and requirements from
a business perspective, then converting this knowledge
into a DM problem definition and a preliminary plan
designed to achieve the objectives.

�
 Data understanding: The data understanding phase

starts with an initial data collection and proceeds with
activities in order to get familiar with the data, to
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PROCESS ACTIVITY
Acquisition
Supply
Software life cycle selection Identify available software life cycles

Select software life cycle
Project management processes
Initiation Create software life cycle process

Allocate project resources
Perform estimations
Define metrics

Project monitoring and control Manage risks

Manage the project
Retain records
Identify software life cycle process improvement needs
Collect and analyze metric data

Project planning Plan evaluations
Plan configuration management
Plan system transition
Plan installation
Plan documentation
Plan training
Plan project management
Plan integration

Development-oriented processes
Pre-development
Concept exploration Identify ideas or needs

Formulate potential approaches
Conduct feasibility studies
Refine and finalize the idea or need

System allocation Analyze functions
Decompose system requirements
Develop system architecture

Software importation Identify imported software requirements
Evaluate software import sources
Define software import method
Import software

Development
Requirements Define and develop software requirements

Define interface requirements
Priorizate and integrate software requirements

PROCESS ACTIVITY
ngisedlarutcetihcramrofrePngiseD

Design data base
Design interface
Perform detailed design

Implementation Create executable code
Create operating documentation
Perform integration

Post-Development
erawtfosetubirtsiDnoitallatsnI

Install software
Accept software in operational environment

Operation and support Operate the system
Provide technical asístanse and consulting
Maintain support request log

sdeentnemevorpmierawtfosyfitnedIecnanetniaM

Implement problem reporting method

Maintenance support request log
resuyfitoNtnemeriteR

Conduct parallel operations
Retire system

Integral processes
sweivertcudnoCnoitaulavE

Create traceability matrix
Conduct audits
Develop test procedures
Create test data
Execute test
Report evaluation results

Software configuration management Develop configuration identification
Perform configuration control
Perform status accounting

Documentation development Implement documentation
Produce and distribute documentation

slairetamgniniartpoleveDgniniarT
Validate the training program
Implement the training program

Fig. 3. Joint process model.

Business
understanding

Evaluation

Deployment

Data
understanding

Data
preparation

Modeling

Data

Fig. 4. CRISP-DM process model [11].
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identify data quality problems, to discover first insights
into the data or to detect interesting subsets to form
hypotheses for hidden information.

�
 Data preparation: The data preparation phase covers

all activities to construct the final data set from the
initial raw data. Data preparation tasks are likely to be
performed multiple times and not in any prescribed
order.

�
 Modeling: In this phase, various modeling techniques

are selected and applied and their parameters are
calibrated to optimal values. Typically, there are
several techniques for the same DM problem type.
Some techniques have specific requirements on the
form of data. Therefore, stepping back to the data
preparation phase is often necessary.

�
 Evaluation: At this stage of the project a model (or

models) will have been built that are of seemingly high
quality from a data analysis perspective. Before proceed-
ing to final model deployment, it is important to evaluate
the model more thoroughly and review the steps taken to
construct the model to be certain that it properly achieves
the business objectives. At the end of this phase, a
decision on the use of the DM results should be reached.

�
 Deployment: Creation of the model is generally not the

end of the project. Even if the purpose of the model is
to increase knowledge of the data, the knowledge
gained will need to be organized and presented in a
way that the customer can use it.
Table 2 presents an outline of phases and generic tasks
that CRISP-DM proposes to develop a DM project.

We have chosen CRISP-DM because it is the ‘‘facto
standard’’ to develop DM projects. In addition, CRISP-DM
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Table 2
CRISP-DM phases and tasks

Business understanding Data

understanding

Data

preparation

Modeling Evaluation Deployment

Determine business

objectives

Collect initial data Select data Select modeling

techniques

Evaluate results Plan deployment

Assess situation Describe data Clean data Generate test design Review process Plan monitoring and

maintenance

Determine DM objectives Explore data Construct data Build model Determine next

steps

Produce final report

Produce project plan Verify data quality Integrate data Assess model Review project

Format data

SE Process Model CRISP-DM
Process Task Process Task

Acquisition

Supply

Identify available software life
cycles

Software life cycle

selection
Select software life cycle

Fig. 5. Comparison of life cycle selection processes.
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is the most commonly used methodology to develop DM
projects [24,23].

5. SE process model vs. CRISP-DM

This section presents a comparison between CRISP-DM
and the joint process model discussed in Section 3.3. This
comparison should identify what SE model elements
(activities, tasks) are applicable to DM projects and are
not covered by CRISP-DM. This way it will be possible to
build a process model for DM projects based on fairly
mature SE process models.

Note that the correspondence between CRISP-DM and
SE process model elements is not exact. In some cases, the
elements are equivalent, but the techniques are different.
In other cases, the elements have the same goal but are
implemented completely differently. This obviously de-
pends on the project type. In one case the project aim is to
develop software and in the other it is to gather knowl-
edge from data.

5.1. Acquisition, supply and life cycle selection process

The purpose of the set of processes1 for selecting the
life cycle (Life cycle selection) is in software projects (Fig. 5)
to identify and select a life cycle for the software project
that is to be developed. Possible life cycle models are
identified and analyzed based on the type of software
product to be developed and the project requirements.
1 ‘‘Software’’ has been removed from the title because DM does not

produce software.
Then a model that provides proper support for the project
is selected. This set of processes also extends to third party
software acquisition and supply. These two processes cover
all the tasks related to supply or acquisition management.

CRISP-DM does not include any of the acquisition or
supply processes at all. Author’s own experience in DM
project development suggests that acquisition and supply
processes may be considered necessary and third parties
engaged to develop or create DM models for projects of
some size or complexity. Their management should
therefore be specified as processes.

Developers undertaking a DM project also need to
select a life cycle. The life cycle depends on the type of
project to be developed. Life cycle models are used for
software development because not all projects are equal,
and not all developers and clients have the same needs.
Developing a more or less everyday piece of software (e.g.,
a common management application) has nothing to do
with building a totally unknown piece of software (e.g.,
control software for a nuclear power plant). This also
applies to DM projects. A typical client segmentation,
which is the first thing any data miner learns how to do, is
quite a different kettle of fish from predicting aircraft
faults, where everything is new, there are a huge number
of variables, and all the possible techniques have to be
tested. Therefore, even if the activities are similar, the
order and way in which they are performed will not be the
same.

Life cycle selection is not an easy task, as it involves
weighing up the project type in terms of complexity,
experience in the problem domain, knowledge of the data
that are being analyzed, variability and data expiration.
The life cycle selection process would then be useful for
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DM projects. However, DM project life cycles will have to
be defined, as no thorough studies have yet been
conducted on possible life cycles for use or the variables
or criteria that distinguish one life cycle from another.
5.2. Project management processes

The set of processes defined here (Fig. 6) establish the
project structure, and coordinate and manage project
resources throughout the project life cycle. The project
initiation process defines the activities for creating and
updating the project development or maintenance infra-
structure throughout the life cycle. Project planning covers
all the processes related to planning project management
activities, including contingency planning. The project

monitoring and control process analyses technical, econom-
ic, operational, support and scheduling risks. It aims to
identify potential problems, determine the likelihood of
their occurrence and their impact and establish the steps
for their management. Additionally, it also covers sub-
processes related to project metric management.

Project management processes are evidently also
necessary when a DM project is undertaken. DM projects
are high risk. Consequently, the tasks that are to be
performed need to be planned, and a contingency plan is
necessary. Also it is necessary to analyze project costs,
benefits and ROI. Looking at the tasks covered by the
CRISP-DM stages; however, only the business understand-

ing (BU) phase includes any project management-related
tasks. The identify major iterations task is comparable to
mapping activities for the selected life cycle, except that
the DM project iterations are only roughly outlined as
there are no defined DM life cycles. Additionally, the
philosophy behind the experience documentation task is
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improvement needs task, i.e. it aims to document and
improve how the project is developed after CRISP-DM is
deployed in the organization.

CRISP-DM’s inventory of resources task accounts for
resources allocation, although it tends to identify what
resources are available rather than allocating resources
across the project. CRISP-DM does not cover this issue.

The other tasks proposed by CRISP-DM directly match
up with the SE process model tasks. And all the tasks that
do not appear in CRISP-DM are considered necessary in a
DM project.

However, CRISP-DM’s biggest snag in terms of project
management is related to metrics (define metrics, retain

records, collect and analyze metrics). For the most part, this
can be attributed to the field’s immaturity. There is a need
to define DM metrics to establish costs and deviations
throughout project execution. The other major omission is
the evaluation component (plan evaluations). CRISP-DM
does have a results evaluation stage, but this component
refers to process evaluation as a whole. Tasks need to be
devised in order to evaluate each completed stage
transversally across all stages.

Configuration management (plan configuration manage-

ment) aims to manage versions, changes and modifications
of each project element. CRISP-DM does not cover DM
project configuration management, but, because of the size
of current projects and the teams of human resources
working together on such projects, we believe that it
should. Different people generate multiple versions of
models, initial data sets, documents, etc., in a project.
Unless they are well located and managed, it is very
difficult to go back to earlier versions, should the current
versions not be valid. Also there is a risk of models, data
and documentation for different versions getting mixed up.
CRISP-DM
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Additionally, any DM project should include tasks for
managing the transfer and use of the results (plan system

transition, plan installation), tasks that CRISP-DM does not
cover either.

Finally, the other major oversight, fruit of process
immaturity, is the documentation task (plan documenta-

tion). Reports are generated in all stages. However, there is
no task aimed at planning what form this documentation
should take if it is to conform to thorough standards. This
would improve documentation evaluation and review and
facilitate work on process improvement.
5.3. Development-oriented processes

Software development-oriented processes start with
the identification of a need to automate some tasks to be
performed by a computer (identify ideas or needs). A new
application or a change of all or part of an existing
application could be needed to satisfy this need. With the
support of the integral process activities and subject to
the project management plan (plan project management),
the development processes produce the software (code and
documentation) as of the statement of need. Finally,
activities for installing (installation), operating (operation

and support), supporting (operation and support), main-
taining (maintenance) and retiring (retirement) the soft-
ware product should be performed. These processes are
grouped as pre-development, development and post-devel-

opment processes.
DM projects start with the need to gather knowledge

from an organization’s data to help with business
decision-making. This knowledge can be used directly or
can be integrated into the organization’s systems. In DM,
this is the most mature set of processes at present, as all
the existing ‘‘methodologies’’ for DM project development
focus primarily on this part. Development starts with the
need to gather knowledge, and the development processes
produce this knowledge and its documentation. As in SE,
these processes can also be divided into pre-development,
development and post-development stages.
5.3.1. Pre-development

The pre-development processes (Fig. 7) are related to
everything that has to be done before starting to build the
software system, such as concept exploration or system

allocation requirements. The concept exploration process
includes identifying an idea or need (identify ideas or

needs) for the system to be developed, and the formula-
tion (formulate potential approaches), evaluation (conduct

feasibility studies) and refinement of potential solutions at
system level (refine and finalize the idea or need). Once the
system limits have been established, a statement of need
is generated for the system to be developed. This
statement of need starts up the system allocation process
and/or requirements process and feeds the project manage-

ment processes. It is the document upon which all the
later engineering work is based.

The statement of need is just as necessary in DM
projects as in any other engineering project. It is a starting
point for project development as it provides an under-
standing of the problem to be solved and establishes the
supposed requirements for and constraints on the project
to be developed. Because of its importance, CRISP-DM
already accounts for this process, as shown in Fig. 7.
However, it is spread across different tasks and always in
the BU process at the start of the project. The software

importation process is related to the reuse of existing
software. This software can belong to the developers or be
purchased from third parties. In the case of software, this
process provides the means required to identify what
requirements imported software can satisfy and assess the
software to be used. Software does not, in principle, not
need to be imported in a DM project, because a DM
project gathers knowledge and does not develop software.
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Its equivalent in a DM project would be to import existing
DM models that are useful for the current project. For
example, one common practice is to have a client
clustering and use that clustering in the ongoing project
to classify clients. To do this, you need to have imported
the earlier model. Therefore, a process is also required to
manage the importation of DM models for use in the
ongoing projects.

5.3.2. Development

This set of processes (Fig. 8) is responsible for building
the software or gathering knowledge in the case of DM
projects. These processes are divided into three phases:
requirements specification (requirements), problem analy-
sis and solution proposal (design) and development of the
solution in practical terms (implementation).

There is no exact match between the develop-
ment processes in DM projects and SE projects, as the
ends are completely different. DM projects aim to
gather knowledge, whereas SE projects target software
construction. Even so, they do share the same phases
(i.e. the same phases as any engineering project): require-

ments definition, solution design and solution develop-
ment (implementation).

The requirements stage bears most resemblance, as its
aim is to gather the client needs and describe these needs
in practical terms for the designers and/or implementers
(assess situation and determine DM goals).

As in software design, DM’s design stage has to design
the software support for data, since the data will
ultimately be analyzed on the software support. However,
the key SE design task, which is ‘‘perform architectural

design’’, has no exact equivalent in DM. As already
mentioned, the goal of SE design is to translate specifica-
tions and requirements into a preliminary design of the
solution (e.g., using object-oriented design or structured
modular design). Therefore, perhaps the best thing would
be to equate this task to the early decision made on what
DM paradigms (clustering, classification, dependency
modeling, deviation detection, sequence analysis, etc.)
are to be explored to achieve the DM goals specified in the
requirements process. This would fit in with a later
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2 Maintenance is a key task in SE because it has a big impact on

project development. It is so important that there are specialized

maintenance journals and conferences.
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implementation phase, where the right modeling techni-
que for the preferred paradigm for each goal would be
selected (select modeling technique).

There is no direct mapping between the implementa-
tion stages, as they pursue different goals. This is the best
researched stage of DM, on which all the proposed
‘‘methodologies’’ focus. The implementation stage would
be equivalent to gathering and analyzing the data
available for the project, the creation of new data from
what are already available, tailoring for DM algorithms
and the creation of DM models. CRISP-DM covers all of
these activities.

5.3.3. Post-development

Post-development processes (Fig. 9) are the processes
that are enacted after the software has been built and are
applicable during the later life cycle stages. The installa-

tion process involves the transportation and installation of
a software system from the development environment to
the operating environment. The operation and support

process involves system operation by the user and user
support. Support includes technical assistance, user
queries and support request entry in the support request
log. This process can start up the maintenance process that
provides feedback information to the software life cycle
and leads to changes in the software. Finally, the
retirement process is the retirement of an existing system
by withdrawing it from operation and support.

The knowledge gathered in DM projects should be
passed on to the user and either installed as pure
knowledge or integrated into the client organization’s
software system for use. The operation and support process
is necessary to validate the results and how they are
interpreted by the client in a real environment. The
maintenance process is equally important for updating
models or discovering which of the gathered knowledge
is erroneous or invalid when new data are entered. This
can lead to backtracking in the global process or life cycle
in order to select new attributes or techniques not
considered before.2 As regards retirement, DM models also
have a period of validity: if the data profiles change, the
models will also change and will no longer be valid. As Fig. 9
shows, CRISP-DM neither satisfactorily nor completely
covers any of the above processes, despite their importance.
5.4. Integral processes

Integral processes (Fig. 10) are necessary to successfully
complete the project activities. They are enacted simulta-
neously to development-oriented processes and include
activities that are unrelated to development. They are
used to assure the completeness and quality of the project
functions.

The evaluation processes are used to discover defects in
the product or in the process used to develop the project. This
process covers the performance of all the verification tasks,
including verification tests, reviews and audits, and all the
validation tasks, including validation tests, run throughout
the life cycle to assure that all the requirements are satisfied.
This process is applied to each life cycle process and product.

The software configuration management process identi-
fies the structure of a system at a given time in the life
cycle. This structure is termed system configuration. Its
goal is to control system changes and maintain system
coherence and traceability to be able to conduct audits of
the evolution of configurations. On the other hand, the
documentation development process is the set of activities
that design, implement, edit, produce, distribute and
maintain the documents developers and users require.
Finally, the training process includes the development,
validation and implementation of training programs for
developers, technical support personnel and clients and
the preparation of proper training materials.
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The documentation development process will be almost
the same for DM projects as it is for SE, but changes
should be made to how the evaluation process is done. As
mentioned early, the configuration management (see
footnote 1) process is a key CRISP-DM omission. This
process is vital, because one or more people developing a
DM project generate a great many versions of input data,
models and documents, etc. Unless these versions are
properly organized through configuration management, it
is very difficult to return to early models if necessary.

We believe that any new DM process model should
account for the training process. Here a distinction is made
between data miner training and user training. To be able
to repeat the enacted process or properly interpret the
project results in the light of new data, users sometimes
need to be trained in DM, as well as in the knowledge
gathered from data.

6. A process model for DM engineering

From the comparison of CRISP-DM with a SE process
model, we found that many of the processes defined in SE
that are very important for developing any type of DM
engineering project are missing from CRISP-DM. This
could be the reason why CRISP-DM is not as effective as it
should be. What we propose here is to take CRISP-DM
tasks and processes and organize them by processes as
has been done in SE (see Figs. 5–10). Also we propose
adding what we onsider to be key development activities.
The activities missing from CRISP-DM are primarily project

management processes, integral processes (that assure
project function completeness and quality) and organiza-

tional processes (that help to achieve a more effective
organization). Fig. 11 shows an overview of the proposed
process model, including the key processes. The KDD

process is the project development core. Figs. 5–10
illustrate the details of which DM activities and tasks
are part of each process.

In the following we describe the processes shown in
Fig. 11. We also explain why we think they are necessary in
a DM project and describe how they can be developed.

To help with this description, the processes defined in
Fig. 11 are classified in Table 3 as follows.
�
 Type I: the process already exists in CRISP-DM or in
another KDD process and can be used as it is in a DM
project.

�
 Type II: the process exists partially in CRISP-DM or in

another KDD process, but it must be added to and
adapted to cover all process tasks.

�
 Type III: the process exists somehow in CRISP-DM or in

another KDD process, but must be redefined to fit into
the new general process model.

�
 Type IV: the process does not exist in CRISP-DM or in

any other KDD process, but could be extracted and
adapted from SE.

�
 Type V: the process does not exist in CRISP-DM or in

any other KDD process and must be defined from
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scratch or adapted from other engineerings different
from other branches of engineering other than SE.

6.1. Organizational processes

This set of processes helps to achieve a more effective
organization. They also set the organization’s business
goals and improve the organization’s process, product and
resources. Neither the IEEE Std 1074 nor the ISO 12207 SE
process models include these processes. They were
introduced in ISO 15504 or SPICE [47]. These processes
affect the entire organization, not just one project.

This group includes the following processes (see Fig. 11):
�
 Improvement: This activity broadcasts the best prac-
tices, methods and tools that are available in one part
of the organization to the rest of the organization.

�
 Infrastructure: This task builds the best environment

in the organization for developing DM projects.

�
 Training: This activity is related to training the staff

participating in current or ongoing DM projects.

No DM methodology consider any of these activities.
We think that they could be adapted from the SPICE
standard because they are all general-purpose tasks
common to any kind of project.

6.2. Project management processes

This set of processes establishes the project structure,
and coordinates and manages project resources through-
out the project life cycle. We define six main processes in
the project management area. Existing DM methodologies
or process models (such as CRISP-DM) take into account
only a small part of project management, i.e. the project
plan. The project plan is confined to defining project
deadlines and milestones. All projects need other manage-
ment activities to control time, budget and resources, and
the project management processes are concerned with
controlling these matters.

6.2.1. Life cycle selection

This process defines the life cycle to be used in the DM
project [2]. Until now, all DM methodologies have had a
similar life cycle to CRISP-DM: waterfall life cycle with
backtracking. However, there is a fair chance of new life
cycles being developed to meet the needs of the different
projects, as happens in SE from where they could be
adapted.

6.2.2. Acquisition

The acquisition process is related to the activities and
tasks of the acquirer (who outsources work). Model
building is one possible example of outsourcing. In the
case of outsourcing, the acquirer must define the acquisi-
tion management, starting from the proposal and ending
with the acceptance of the outsourced product. Not now
considered in DM processes, this process must be
included because DM projects now developed at non-
specialized companies are often outsourced [48].

The acquisition process could be an adaptation of the
process proposed in the ISO 12207 standard. It defines
software development outsourcing management from
requirements to software (this depends on which part is
outsourced).

6.2.3. Supply

The supply process concerns the activities and tasks
that the supplier has to carry out if the company acts as
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Table 3
Process type

Type I Type II Type III Type IV Type V

Improvement �

Infrastructure �

Training �

Life cycle selection �

Acquisition �

Supply �

Initiation—Create DM life cycle �

Initiation—Allocate project resources �

Initiation—Perform estimations �

Initiation—Define metrics �

Project planning—Plan evaluation �

Project planning—Plan configuration management �

Project planning—Plan system transition �

Project planning—Plan installation �

Project planning—Plan documentation �

Project planning—Plan training �

Project planning—Plan project management �

Project planning—Plan integration �

Project monitoring and control—Manage risks �

Project monitoring and control—Manage the project �

Project monitoring and control—Retain records �

Project monitoring and control—Identify life cycle process improvement needs �

Project monitoring and control—Collect and analyze metrics �

Pre-development processes—Concept exploration �

Pre-development processes—System allocation �

Pre-development processes—Business modeling �

Pre-developmentprocesses Knowledge importation— �

Development processes—Requirements processes �

Development processes—KDD process �

Post-development processes—Installation �

Post-development processes— Operation and support �

Post-development processes—Maintenance �

Post-development processes—Retirement �

Evaluation—Conduct reviews �

Evaluation—Create traceability elements �

Evaluation—Develop test procedures �

Evaluation—Create test data �

Evaluation—Execute test �

Evaluation—Report evaluation �

Configuration management—Develop configuration identification �

Configuration management—Perform configuration control �

Configuration management—Perform status accounting �

Documentation �

User training �
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the developer of an outsourcing project. This process
defines the tasks the supplier has to perform to interact
with the outsourcing company. It also defines the
interaction management tasks.

As above, this process can be adapted from ISO Std
12207.
6.2.4. Initiation

The initiation process establishes project structure, and
coordinates and manages project resources throughout
the project life cycle. This process could be divided into
the following activities:
�
 Create DM life cycle: This activity maps the generic life
cycle phases into real life cycle phases. Once a life cycle
is selected to meet the needs of the DM project, life
cycle phases have to be created. This activity extends
across the following CRISP-DM tasks: BU—produce

project plan—identify major iterations.

�
 Allocate project resources: This activity allocates

project resources. CRISP-DM includes this activity as
Inventory of resources in the produce project plan task of
the BU process.

�
 Perform estimations: This process is related to esti-

mating the human resources, budget and effort
necessary to develop the DM project. CRISP-DM
considers that a budget must be proposed in terms of
cost and benefits, but it makes no suggestion as to how
it should be estimated nor does it state what effort
should go into this. Some papers [49,50] have dealt
with the estimation of DM projects through an
adaptation of the COCOMO software development
estimation model [51].
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�
 Define metrics: Although some DM metrics has been
defined (ROI, accuracy, space/time, usefulness, etc.)
[52–55], they are not, as far as we know, being used in
ongoing DM developments. Consequently, metric defi-
nition and application to the estimations are not
considered as a CRISP-DM task. In our view, the task
should be included, highlighting the need for further
research in this area to develop more useful metrics.

6.2.5. Project planning

The project planning process covers all the tasks
related to planning project management, including the
contingencies plan. This process does not receive much
attention in DM. DM methodologies focus primarily on
technical tasks, and they overlook most of the project
management activities. The set of activities considered in
this process are:
�
 Plan evaluation: In DM projects, evaluations are carried
out but they are not planned. This activity could be
adapted from SE standards [56,57].

�
 Plan configuration management: No DM methodolo-

gies or processes consider this task at all, even though
it is very important because DM projects generate a lot
of different information, which requires some organi-
zation. The configuration management planning could
be adapted from SE standards [56,58]. All that would
be required is to change and adapt configuration items
to DM instead of software.

�
 Plan system transition: This process concerns planning

the transition from the old to the new system, which
includes the knowledge acquired from the DM project.
DM methodologies do not consider this kind of plan,
but it can be adapted from SE standards [56,59].

�
 Plan installation: This activity is considered in CRISP-

DM by the deployment—plan deployment—plan deploy-

ment task.

�
 Plan documentation: Although documentation is de-

veloped in DM projects, its development is not planned
or organized. This planning can be adapted from SE
standards [60–63].

�
 Plan training: CRISP-DM states that the user should be

trained, but this training is not planned. This planning
can be adapted from SE standards [64,65].

�
 Plan project management: This activity details the

project organization and assigns responsibilities. It
specifies standards, methodologies, and tools for config-
uration management, quality, evaluation, training, doc-
umentation and development. This activity apportions
the project budget and staffing, and defines schedules.
This activity includes planning for support, problem
reporting, risk management and retirement. No DM
methodologies or processes formally consider this
activity, but it can be adapted from SE standards [66–68].

�
 Plan integration: Plan integration process designs how

to embed the knowledge in an information system if
the user is to use such knowledge. This activity is
considered in CRISP-DM through the Deployment—Plan

monitoring and maintenance—Monitoring and mainte-

nance task.
6.2.6. Project monitoring and control

The project monitoring and control process covers all
tasks related to project risk and project metric manage-
ment. CRISP-DM considers almost all the activities in this
process to a different extent and depth. The activities that
are considered within this process are as follows:
�
 Manage risks: CRISP-DM considers this activity
through the BU—asess situation—risks and contingen-

cies task.

�
 Manage the project: This activity manages the execu-

tion of all activities in the life cycle according to the
plans designed in the project planning process. The
progress of the project is reviewed and measured
against the established estimates and plans (e.g.,
estimated vs. actual cost, estimated vs. actual effort,
and planned vs. actual progress). This activity is new in
DM because CRISP-DM considers project planning but
not plan control. This activity could be adapted from
SE’s IEEE Std 1074.

�
 Retain records: This activity is related to recording data

for metrics. This is a new activity, as metrics are not
used in current DM projects, although this general
model proposes their use. Initially, this activity can be
adapted from SE standards [69,70].

�
 Identify life cycle process improvement needs: This

process is designed to adapt the life cycle to enterprise
needs, because different companies and projects may
not use the same life cycle in the same way in.
Although no different life cycles have been defined yet
for DM projects, it is not unreasonable to think that any
life cycle could be reviewed and improved. In fact
CRISP-DM considers this task similarly through devel-

opment—review project—experience documentation

(learning from development experience).

�
 Collect and analyze metrics: Current DM methodolo-

gies do not collect metrics, but this task can be adapted
from SE standards [71,72].

6.3. Development processes

These are the most highly developed processes in DM.
All DM methodologies focus on these processes. This is
due to the fact that development processes are more
related to technical matters. Consequently, they were
developed at the same time as the techniques were
created and started to be applied. These processes are
divided into three groups: pre-development, develop-
ment, and post-development processes.

The development process is the original KDD process
defined in [73]. The pre- and post-development processes
are the ones that require a greater effort.

6.3.1. Pre-development processes

These processes are related to everything that you have
to do before the project kicks off. In a DM project this set
of processes is divided in the following processes.

6.3.1.1. Concept exploration. The concept exploration pro-
cess identifies the idea or need behind the project. This
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process formulates potential approaches to the solution
of the identified problem, and it conducts feasibility
studies.

In CRISP-DM these activities are considered across
different tasks such as BU—determine business objectives,
assess situation. However, these tasks do not completely
cover the activities because they focus primarily on
the terminology and background of the problem to be
solved. We conclude that some tasks adapted from SE
standards, such as identify ideas or needs and conduct

feasibility studies, need to be added to optimize
project development. This process should allocate project
resources.

6.3.1.2. System allocation. This activity defines the busi-
ness success criteria and the business goals and makes
an initial assessment of tools and techniques that are
available for the project. These tasks are considered
in CRISP-DM through the BU phase: determine business

objectives—business objectives and business success criteria

and produce project plan—initial assessment of tools and

techniques.

6.3.1.3. Business modeling. This is a completely new ac-
tivity. The CRISP-DM business model is described in the
BU phase, but there are no business modeling procedures
or formal tools and methods as there are in SE [74–77].
Some further work and research should be carried out in
the DM area on business modeling and its mapping to
specific DM goals and models. We believe that a great
amount of the research done in SE in this direction can be
adapted to DM.

6.3.1.4. Knowledge importation. This process is related to
the reuse of existing knowledge or DM models from other
or previous projects, something which is very common
in DM.

CRISP-DM does not consider this process at all, and its
SE counterpart is related to software and cannot be easily
adapted. Consequently, the process must be created from
scratch.
�
 Identify the knowledge to be imported.

�
 Define the method for importing the knowledge, e.g., if

we had an association model, we could import the
rules or the model.

�
 Import knowledge. Use the selected method to in-

corporate previous knowledge into the project.

6.3.2. Development processes

This is the most developed phase in DM methodolo-
gies, because it has been researched since late 1980s.
CRISP-DM phases include all these processes in one way
or another. In SE the process is divided into requirements,
analysis, design and implementation phases. For DM
projects we can easily map the requirements, design and
implementation phases. The design and implementation
phases match the KDD process, and we will stick with this
process and its name.
6.3.2.1. Requirements processes. CRISP-DM does consider
this set of processes but they are incomplete. The re-
quirements are developed in the Assess situation (require-

ments, assumptions and constraints and in determine DM

goals tasks of CRISP-DM’s BU phase
In CRISP-DM this task produces a list of requirements,

but the CRISP-DM user guide does not specify or describe
any procedure or any formal notation, tool or technique to
obtain the requirements from the business models.
Neither does it specify or describe how to translate
requirements into DM goals and models for proper use
in the subsequent design and implementation phases: the
KDD process. We believe that requirements can be
described formally like they are in SE [78–80]. For
example, something like use-case models could be
adapted to specify the project requirements. Further work
and research, possibly inspired by SE best practices,
should be put into developing a core of formal methods
and tools adapted to this task in the DM area.

6.3.2.2. KDD process. The KDD process matches the design
and implementation phases of a software development
project. This set of processes is responsible for acquiring
the knowledge for the DM project. KDD includes the fol-
lowing tasks: data selection, preprocessing, data trans-
formation, DM, result analysis, as shown in the outlined
version of KDD in Fig. 12. Fig. 12 also shows how CRISP-
DM covers the KDD process.

The phases of the KDD process are:
�
 Data selection: Data sources and data set that are
needed in the project must be identified.

�
 Preprocessing: Once data have been identified, they

must be studied to be understood and to detect
integration errors or outliers. Data must be cleaned
and adjusted to the DM project.

�
 Data transformation: After the selection of DM algo-

rithms and their parameters, data must be translated
to the algorithm input format.

�
 Data mining: In this phase, knowledge is gathered

through the application of selected DM algorithms.

�
 Result analysis: Once the knowledge has been gath-

ered, it must be analyzed to evaluate whether it is
correct, valid and useful.

6.3.3. Post-development processes

Post-development processes are the processes that are
carried out after the knowledge is gathered. They are
applicable during the later life cycle stages.

6.3.3.1. Installation. This process is commended with
transferring the knowledge extracted from the DM results
to the users. The knowledge can be used as it is, i.e. to help
managers to make decisions about a future marketing
campaign, or it could need some software development,
i.e. to improve a web-based recommender system that
already exists. CRISP-DM considers planning for deploying
the knowledge at the client site, but it does not regard
the development of software installed and accepted in
an operational environment as part of this deployment.
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Fig. 12. Comparison of KDD (outlined and detailed) and CRISP-DM.
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This task could be adapted to consider all these aspects
from SE standards [58,56].

6.3.3.2. Operation and support process. This process is
necessary to validate the results and how they are inter-
preted by the client, and, if software is developed, to
provide the client with technical assistance.

CRISP-DM only includes results monitoring. In addi-
tion, we propose tasks to validate the results (this is a new
task) and to provide technical assistance if necessary (this
task could be directly incorporated from IEEE Std 1074).

6.3.3.3. Maintenance. The maintenance process has two
different paths. On the one hand, if knowledge is em-
bedded in software, this process will provide feedback
information to the software life cycle and lead to changes
in the software. For this path, the task can be adapted
from the IEEE Std 1074 maintenance process. On the other
hand, CRISP-DM does not include a task for knowledge
used as it is, and this needs to be developed from scratch.

6.3.3.4. Retirement. The knowledge gathered from data is
not valid forever, and this task is in charge of the retire-
ment of obsolete knowledge from the system. CRISP-DM
does not cover this process, but it can be adapted from
IEEE Std 1074.

6.4. Integral processes

Integral processes are necessary to successfully com-
plete the project activities. These processes assure project
function completeness and quality. They are carried out
together with development processes to assure the quality
of development deliverables. The integral processes group
the four processes described in the following.

6.4.1. Evaluation

This process is used to discover defects in the product or
in the process used to develop the DM project. CRISP-DM
more or less covers the evaluation process through evalua-
tion activities spread across different phases: evaluation,
deployment, BU and modeling. But we think the organization
of the SE process is more appropriate and covers more
aspects. The activities proposed in this process are:
�
 Conduct reviews: CRISP-DM considers this activity
through evaluation—review process—review of process,
deployment—review project—experience documentation.
CRISP-DM defines four types of reviews: in-process,
management, process improvement, and post-devel-
opment reviews. Each review has a different goal and is
carried out at a different time in the life cycle.

�
 Create traceability elements: These items are not

specified in CRISP-DM and can be adapted from SE
standards [81–83].

�
 Develop test procedures: Test procedures are devel-

oped to refine the test approach from the planned
evaluation. The test procedures define what type of
tests are to be conducted, what is to be tested, the data
to be used in testing, the expected results, the test
environment, and the procedures to be followed in
testing. In DM methodologies, CRISP-DM divides this
activity into different phases: BU—Determine DM

goals—DM success criteria, Modeling—Generate test

design—Model assessment. However, the test proce-
dures described in CRISP-DM focus on DM goals
because it does not define business goals. The test
procedures for DM need to be reviewed in depth to
evaluate their results in terms of business success
instead of DM success, as in SE. For instance, a client
clustering may pass a statistical test on accuracy, but
be inappropriate for use in an application deployed in a
future marketing campaign, where new data should be
considered for the development of new clusters. The
clustering accomplished the DM goal but not the
business goal. This review, involving further work and
research, is relaxed to the ones already suggested
above concerning the business modeling and require-
ments processes.

�
 Create test data: This is not specified in CRISP-DM and

can be adapted from SE standards [84,85].

�
 Execute test: This activity manages the execution of

tests. CRISP-DM considers this activity: modeling—as-

sess model—model assessment.

�
 Report evaluation report: The results evaluation report

is also considered in CRISP-DM: Evaluation—evaluate

results—assessment of DM w.r.t. business success criteria.
6.4.2. Configuration management

This process is designed to control system changes and
maintain system coherence and traceability to be able to
conduct audits of the evolution of configurations. We
consider this to be a key process in a DM project because
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of the amount of information and models generated
throughout the project.

Surprisingly, DM methodologies do not account for this
process at all. We consider that SE standards [86,87] could
be a good starting point. This process includes the
following activities.
�
 Develop configuration identification: This activity
defines the DM configuration identification, including
project baseline definition, titling, labeling, and num-
bering to reflect the structure of the product for
tracking. This process identifies those configuration
items that are to be addressed by the configuration
identification. The configuration identification also
defines the documentation that is required to record
the functional and physical characteristics of each
configuration item.

�
 Perform configuration control: This activity controls

the configuration of models according to the config-
uration identification. Changes to controlled models
are tracked to ensure that the configuration of the
model is known at all times. All items specified in the
configuration identification are subject to this change
management discipline. Changes to controlled items
are allowed only with the approval of the responsible
authority. This can result in the establishment of a
formal DM configuration control board. Controlled
items are maintained in a library.

�
 Perform status accounting: This activity receives the

configuration identification and change status and
creates and updates the status reported information
to reflect the status and history of controlled items. The
history of changes to each controlled item is main-
tained. Status reported information may include such
data as the number of changes to date for the project,
the number of releases, and the latest version and
revision identifiers.

6.4.3. Documentation

This process is related to designing, implementing,
editing, producing, distributing and maintaining the
documentation of the project. CRISP-DM considers this
process across different phases: Deployment—produce

final report—final report, deployment—produce final re-

port—final presentation, modeling—build model—model

description, evaluation—evaluate results—assessment of

DM results w.r.t business success criteria.

6.4.4. User training

Current DM methodologies do not consider user
training at all, but it can be adapted from SE standards
[65,88]. This process is related to training inexperienced
users in the use and interpretation of the results of the DM
project. The activities considered in this group of
processes are as follows:
�
 Develop training materials.

�
 Validate training program.

�
 Implement the training program.
Note that the user training plan is created in the project
planning process. On the other hand, staff training is part

of the organizational processes.
7. Discussion

The proposed model primarily aims to improve CRISP-
DM to make it comparable to an engineering process such
as is described in IEEE 1074 and ISO 12207. Section 5
‘‘SE process model vs. CRISP-DM’’ compared the process
models, highlighted the parallelism between SE and DM,
and pointed out that the DM process standard does not
bear comparison with a mature engineering process
standard such as is used in other areas like SE. It indicates
that the DM standard is poorly organized and has gaps,
uncovered or poorly covered activities. Section 6
‘‘A process model for DM engineering’’ proposes a
standard or model that includes all the activities in a
well-organized manner, describing the proposed process
phase by phase, and discussed whether or not CRISP-DM
acceptably covers each phase. If not, it was indicated
whether the phase could be covered by improving CRISP-
DM stipulations or whether the respective phase could be
adapted from SE standards or any other source.

To what extend SE standards are appropriate to CRISP-
DM? It can be argued that the nature of the DM process is
different from the SE process since it seems highly iterative,
and a less rigorous approach would be fine. But while this
could be true for projects concentrated on the development
of new and improved DM algorithms, which has been the
research trend in the area up to now [27], introducing a DM
application into an organization is not essentially very
different from any other software application project [89].
Industry-oriented DM exhibits many characteristics similar
to SE [27], and DM projects typically have a higher
complexity than most other software projects [89]. The
CRISP-DM model is very industry-oriented [27], and its
definition was inspired and based in SE models [90–92],
but it is not complete [27,44,89,91–95]. Several authors
have already detected many pitfalls and reported problems
in CRISP-DM due to the lack of an overall definition and
integration of the entire process. They have pointed out
problems in activities not defined in CRISP-DM but existing
in IEEE 1074 and ISO 12207 related to project planning
[89,44], project estimation [89], metrics [89,92], manage-
ment and control [27,44,89,94,96,97], acquisition [98],
supply [89,98], business processes [93,95,97,99,100], re-
quirements [94,97,101], deployment [93], evaluation and
quality assurance[44,90,100], installation [102], configura-
tion management [93,96], documentation [44,94,96], and
team and user training [93]. All of these activities exist in a
DM industry-oriented project and must be considered and
included in the definition of a complete DM process. Our
model extracted from the SE standards covers these
activities, confirming the assumption that the application
of the SE principles to the DM process is appropriate at
this level.

There are other works exploring possible links between
DM and SE. As in this paper, some authors propose the use
of models derived from SE processes to cover some
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activities of the DM process. The new version of CRISP-DM
to be developed looks for inspiration into software
development, quality and project management [93]. Other
authors suggest the adoption of SE life cycles [92]. In [103]
the author is more precise and proposed the ISO/IEC
12207 standard as a source of ideas and a framework for a
DM life cycle. And in [101] a requirements phase similar to
the one in SE is introduced in the process. There are other
examples of interaction between SE techniques and DM:
in [104] a Services Oriented Architecture (SOA) and a
Model-View-Controller pattern are used to support a DM
project, and in [105–108] UML profiles are used to model
DM algorithms.

The proposal indicates that there is still work to be
done before a model like the one we are putting forward
can be applied. For example, CRISP-DM is missing both the
Evaluation Plan and Configuration Management activities,
and they need to be created and defined. We claim that
the contents of these SE activities can be considered as a
good starting point. However, we think that it is beyond
the scope of this paper to make specific proposals for
these and other activities that are missing from or
incomplete in CRISP-DM.

Finally, there is another argument to take into
consideration regarding the fact that in SE not all tasks
and recommendations described in IEEE 1074 and ISO
12207 are followed in all environments and conditions.
Extreme Programming or Agile software development are
good examples of this fact. What it is proposed in this
paper is a general organizational framework for DM
processes that should be adapted to the needs of the
different projects, and presumably the ‘‘Extreme’’ or
‘‘Agile’’ DM counterparts will be derived and created.
From this point of view, CRISP-DM can be viewed as an
adaptation of the proposed model to certain environments
with some tasks and activities incomplete or missing.
8. Conclusions

The premise of this paper is that SE’s maturity would
mean that its standard processes, better tailored to the
large and complex projects that are now being developed
in the field of DM, would account for aspects not covered
in DM’s current development standard: CRISP-DM. After
analyzing SE standards, IEEE Std 1074 or ISO 12207, we
developed a joint model that we used to compare SE and
DM procedures process by process and activity by activity.
This comparison highlighted that CRISP-DM fails to
address many tasks related to project management,
organization and quality in enough detail to be able to
deal with the complexity of projects now under develop-
ment, if at all. These projects tend to involve not only the
study of large volumes of data but also the management
and organization of large interdisciplinary human teams.
As a result, we proposed a process model for DM
engineering that covers such aspects, making a distinction
between what is a process model and what is a
methodology and life cycle.

The proposed process model is a correct and adequate
organizational framework for DM project development
activities, in which it is also specified which activities are
already being carried out correctly (albeit organized
differently) and which need to be improved or created
from scratch. It includes all the activities covered in CRISP-
DM, but spread across process groups according to more
comprehensive and advanced standards of a better
established branch of engineering with over 40 years of
experience: SE. The validity or benefit of the proposed
framework would not need to be demonstrated experi-
mentally, because it follows from its validity and benefit
when applied in other engineering projects, like SE
projects.

The model is not complete, as this paper merely states
the need for the processes and especially the activities set
out in IEEE Std 1074 or ISO 12207 but missing in CRISP-
DM. The adaptation and detailed specification of these
processes is outside the scope of this paper.

This overview is the basis for further research. First, the
processes that are missing or only partially covered by
CRISP-DM need to be specified and tailored from their
IEEE Std 1074 or ISO 12207 counterpart. Second, possible
types of life cycle for a DM project need to be examined
and specified. Some existing SE life cycles, like the
waterfall, incremental or iterative life cycles, perhaps
already exist in DM, but have not been identified as such;
others will be exclusive to DM. Third, the process model
specifies what to do, but not how to do it. This is denoted
by the methodology used, meaning that the different
methodologies that are being used for each process (like
the methodology proposed in DM industrial engineering
or CRM catalyst) would have to be examined and tailored
to the model. And, finally, any methodology has a number
of associated techniques and tools. Many such techniques
and tools have already been developed in DM (such as
Clementine or the neural networks technique), but others
have not. As they are well established in SE (e.g.,
configuration management or business process modeling
formal specification, techniques and tools), it would be
worthwhile looking at how they could be adapted for DM
processes.
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